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The CLIC study has developed compact, high gradient and energy efficient acceleration units as
building blocks for a high energy linear collider for high-energy physics. Many of these compo-
nents are now available in industry. These properties promise cost effective solutions for small
linear accelerators in a variety of applications. The CLIC study actively promoted and supported
such spin-off developments from the beginning. The applications include beam manipulation
and diagnostic in research linacs such as FEL light sources, compact Compton-scattering x-ray
sources, medical linacs for cancer treatment and compact neutron sources for material investiga-
tions. This contribution will introduce the developed x-band technologies developed and discuses
examples of their use in some of the applications.
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1. CLIC X-band technology

Today most electron accelerators in particular for industrial application use still S-band (3GHz)
technology. The availability of ready to use components, like high power sources, accelerating
structures, waveguide components and control electronics was the reason for this frequency choice.
The origin of the frequency choice dates back to the radar developments in world war II. In the
last 70 years however accelerator technology made of course huge progress and other frequency
bands have been exploited for accelerator application in particular C-band (5-6 GHz) and X-band
(11-12 GHz). Higher frequencies allow higher acceleration gradients and therefore more compact
and cost effective accelerators. The power consumption scales inversely with frequency promising
lower initial investment and operational cost. For the same reasons X-band has been chosen as
the operating frequency for large scale particle accelerators for high energy physics. A number
of studies have been conducted around the world, for example, the Next Linear Collider (NLC) at
SLAC [1], Japanese Linear Collider (JLC) at KEK [2] and the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC)
at CERN [3]. All these projects developed high gradient accelerating structures, x-band power
sources and waveguide components now available for applications outside high energy physics. We
will focus in this paper on the technologies developed by the CLIC collaboration and the related
applications.

The CLIC collaboration developed x-band accelerating structure which can maintain an accel-
erating gradient of up to 100 MV/m with an excellent RF to beam power efficiency since the power
consumption was a concern for the machine from the beginning. An example of a CLIC x-band
structure can be seen in Figure 1. Many prototype structures have been built and tested around the
world. CLIC developed and transferred to industry the know how of ultra-high precision machining
with micrometer tolerances, the optimal surface treatment of the copper disks as well as the precise
assembly in brazing furnaces. High power x-band klystrons have been developed with industry
and are now available with output powers between 6 and 50 MW. A few tens of such klystrons are
operational around the world. In addition numerous high power capable waveguide components
have been developed, tested and licensed to industry. Therefore the essential building blocks of
a state of the art x-band accelerator are available and accessible for potential new application in
science, industry or medical. The CLIC collaboration promotes actively the use of its technology
developments and provides help for their implementation as part of its R&D strategy. Today a large
number of x-band installations are operating in accelerator institutes around the world either as part
of operating machines or as test facilities, therefore a broad knowledge of using these components
exists already world wide.

2. Examples of x-band applications

2.1 Applications for CLIC-technology in Science

Naturally the first applications outside the original linear collider scope have been realised in
other fields of accelerator based science in particular in photon science. A number of Free Electron
Lasers (FEL) operating at S- or C-band make use of X-band accelerating structure to linearize the
longitudinal phase space enabling a better bunch compression which boosts the FEL performance
in terms of light intensity [4]. Very popular are as well x-band transverse deflecting structures to
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Figure 1: Photo of a CLIC type accelerating structure, able to work at a gradient of 100 MV/m with very
low breakdown rate.

Figure 2: Schematic view (upper left), magnetic field distribution (lower left) and implementation example
at the Paul Scherer Institut (right) of a PolariX x-band deflector structure

diagnose the longitudinal phase space which then helps again to optimise the machine performance.
Those deflecting cavities (called PolariX), deflect the beam transversely but in a time resolved
manner due to the high frequency which allows to study for example the slice energy spread of
the electron bunches. The development of the PolariX structure is unique because by changing
the polarisation of the incoming microwave the direction of the deflection can be changed [5]. An
example of such a structure is shown in Figure 2.

X-band accelerators offering a higher gradient are as well a natural choice for energy-upgrades
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of existing linear accelerators with fixed space constraints. Many projects worldwide are investi-
gating to exchange typically S-band linacs with gradients below 20 MV/m with x-band accelerators
reaching up to 100 MV/m gaining a factor of 5 in energy reach within the same premises. A Eu-
ropean funded design study called CompactLight [6] went further in designing an X-ray FEL from
scratch using x-band technology. The study concluded that one can reduce the footprint of such a
machine and realize savings of roughly a factor 2 compared to conventional FEL’s in investment and
operational cost. In addition the lower dissipated power of an x-band accelerator allows operation
with kHz repetition rate which opens attractive new possibilities for users.

Another somewhat surprising active area of x-band applications is the field of advanced
accelerator technologies using plasma wakefield acceleration. It turns out for laser driven plasma
wakefield acceleration (LWA) which suffers typically from high energy spreads in the beams, an
x-band structure in combination with a chicane can be used to mitigate this short come [7].

The European project EuPraxiaSparcLab [8] makes use of a compact 1 GeV X-band linac to
demonstrate electron beam driven plasma wakefield acceleration (PWA). At CERN an x-band injec-
tor is used to inject the probe beam into a proton driven plasma wakefield acceleration experiment
(AWAKE) [9].

2.2 Industrial applications of X-band technology

Besides the numerous applications of X-band technology in accelerator based science facilities
there is an increasing interest in industrial type of applications. The compactness and potentially
lower cost of such a machine makes it attractive for x-ray generators based on inverse Compton
scattering (ICS). These sources collide a power full laser with an electron beam to generate a high
brilliance x-ray source which has a tuneable line spectrum. This radiation is very attractive for
material science, medical and cultural heritage investigations. The University of Technology in
Eindhoven teamed up with the CLIC study to develope a very inovative table top ICS source called
Smart*Light [10] for cultural heritage studies based on a CLIC type x-band accelerator. A DC
electron gun is injecting into an x-band cavity which accelerates the beam to about 30 MeV and
then collided with a laser beam in an interaction chamber (see figure 3). This facility has been build
and is currently under commissioning with beam.

A higher energy photon source using x-band linac technology is being build at Tsinghua
University in China aiming for a total electron energy of 350 MeV and gamma-ray production [11].

Another possibility for material investigations is the use of neutron beams which has a lot
of industrial interest. CERN supports a project to develop a turn-key industrial compact neutron
source in the framework of its CERN innovation program of environmental applications (CIPEA).
This machine could be used in particular to study electrode erosion within modern car batteries
[12].

Finally recent developments in radio therapy like FLASH therapy and very high energy electron
therapy (VHEE) to treat deep seated tumors, call for compact, affordable linear accelerator systems.
For this kind of application X-band technology seems ideal, combining high gradient with lower
energy consumption. CERN developed together with the University Hospital of Lausanne (CHUV)
a conceptual design for a 140 MeV x-band accelerator with VHEE and FLASH therapy capability
called DEFT [13]. This machine is under construction.
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Figure 3: 3-D Model of the Smart*Light ICS source at Eindhoven University of Technology. A DC-electron
source (left) injects directly into an x-band accelerator (center) to boost the electron energy to 30 MeV. A
laser collides with the electron beam in an interaction chamber (right) to generate the x-rays.

3. Conclusion

The x-band technologies originally developed by normal conducting linear collider projects
for high energy physics become increasingly attractive for small and medium scale accelerators in
scientific, industrial and medical applications. This shows on one side the maturity of the developed
hardware already existing and will on the other side widen the industrial base of such equipment.
These new applications are very promising and represent an excellent spin-off from fundamental
science into society relevant applications. In addition this is a welcome reward for our community
while still waiting for the realisation of a linear collider originally triggering these technology
developments. While the use of X-band technology for high energy physics is still awaiting the
green light for a major project, many of the above mentioned applications have been already realized
or are under construction.
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